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Here you can find the menu of Gekko Pub és Étterem in Szombathely. At the moment, there are 15 menus and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Brothers Lumnitzer likes about Gekko

Pub és Étterem:
It is very rare to meet servers who are kind and immune to nonsense! We want to make this clear in advance!

The food is fresh, well prepared, with care. The pricing is surprisingly fair compared to the county seat. The
badger and his companions provide an exceptional experience in a pleasant environment! Thank You! Food: 5
Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 read more. In nice weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, and
there is no-charge WiFi. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with

wheelchairs or physical limitations. Gekko Pub és Étterem from Szombathely is a good place for a bar to have a
beer after work and be able to hang out with friends, Furthermore, the guests of the restaurant enjoy the

comprehensive variety of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available. There's also
crisply crunchy pizza, baked straight from the oven using original methods, Furthermore, the drinks list in this

eatery is impressive and offers a good and extensive diversity of beers from the area and from worldwide, which
are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Desser�
SOHAN

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Drink�
DRINKS

Coffe�
COFFEE

LATTE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

SOUP

FISH

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CRUDE

MEAT

CHEESE

CHILI

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-22:00
Tuesday 10:00-22:00
Wednesday 10:00-22:00
Thursday 10:00-22:00
Friday 10:00-00:00
Saturday 10:00-00:00
Sunday 10:00-22:00
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